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WARNING: 

As Danna doesn’t properly know what an appendix is, her half of it will likely take the form of 
Danna having a Q&A session with herself. You have been warned.

• And now for...

THE 
APPENDIX

 
As always, please send your requests for “Property of Danna” T-shirts and questions for 
the Appendix to my new office in the past. The first three questions will be rewarded 
with a free T-Shirt featuring a photo of Lee wearing a “Property of Danna” T-Shirt. This 
offer expires April 3rd, 2015. You’ll need to hurry A LOT, as it’s 2017 right now.



Appendix Question 1: 

Will there be another book?

Cat: Maybe.

Lee: Definitely. After we fucking figure out Cat’s next phase. She just doesn’t get it yet. 

Danna: How about a romance novel in which I seduce a bunch of vampires?

Cat, Lee, and Arrow: NO!! WhatareYOUtalkingmad aboutHEyCanyouimagineinany 
universeABSOLutelyNOT...!

Arrow: Let’s not do this again, ever. Let’s keep the humans over there, and us where we 
work best, which is where there AREN’T any humans to interfere. 

Lee: Or shoot at? Who are you to act superior? You shot at my mammal.

Arrow: It isn’t “at”, if I succeeded.

{Lee: !!!!!!!!! }.  —

Miandra: AHEM!! Another book? Yes, if this one does well. Any OTHER questions for this 
APPENDIX SECTION...??

Appendix Question 2: 

Can this book indeed hurt people?

Miandra: Excellent question. A cooking guide will tell you a reasonable temperature. A 
woodworking book will recommend safety precautions. This book is no different. If you 
exceed limits, you could still get injured doing something delicate or dangerous. 



Lee: Re-edit yourself much? Fuck. I’m surprised it reassembled into English. You’ve 
changed every word. It’s like the stupidest word game ever. 

Miandra: Q and A Lee...And I only changed some of it...

Lee: This is the APPENDIX SECTION.

Miandra: Get over it.

Danna: No. This book can’t hurt people, as all physical and mental pain is imaginary. In 
total. Is that correct? Did I get another “D”?

Lee: This was the Q AND A SECTION OF THE APPENDIX, SO WHAT MAKES YOU TREAT IT LIKE A 
POP QUIZ NOW!!?? You got an “F” for “eFFort”, as we NEED TO KNOW THE MECHANISM, not 
be CHIDED ON NOT KNOWING HOW NOT TO USE IT!!!

Danna: Oooh. Can I have a “C” for “chiding”? Can that be our next Appendix Question? Did 
we eat all the ice cream? Can THAT be our next Appendix Question? <3. Oh, wait, we 
did...Can I have a “C” for chiding, and can THAT be our next Appendix Question? 

Miandra: No, NO, NO!!!!!

Lee: Right...??

Appendix Section 3: 

Do you have any proof to back up your claims?

Lee: The proof is in puddingbrain here.

Cat: I claim that you shouldn’t believe or outright dismiss anything you don’t have a 
personal experiential understanding of. I believe the weird things that happened to me, 



and I tell you how I got there in case you’re curious. I make no outright claims, but 
maybe you will.

Lee: What’s with you fuckers and editing yourself?

Cat: APPENDIX SECTION!!!

Lee: This was Danna’s fucking joke, and it’s over. Can we move on?

Miandra: What, Lee? Does this topic make you uncomfortable? You’ve claimed to be a lot 
of things.

Lee: JUST WATCH ME. JUST FUCKING WATCH ME!! I HAVE TO BACK UP MY CURRENT CLAIMS, DO 
I NOT!!??

Miandra: Yeah. You signed some pretty hefty metaphorical paperwork. 

Danna: I claim that my fish is cod sometimes!! <3

Lee: Someone get her out of here...



Special
Thanks:

Because, let’s face it, if you haven’t read our book yet, you don’t really care who had a 
secondary part in causing it to exist. 

Yes, Mood Format I – is a functionally awkward nightmare. However, the one awkward trait
it won’t include, is the inclusion of strangers thanking strangers for their part in writing 
an as-of-yet completely-unknown book.
 

On the Outside, we would like to thank our parents for lovingly helping us to exist, 
particularly during the emotional trials which, as they know, weren’t pretty. You’ve been 
so generous and thoughtful. Mom, you are an unselfish and brilliant force of love, and you 
can bring order to unfriendly chaos. Lots of people would be lost without you. Dad, you’re 
a wise yet optimistic philosopher. You deserve more than one doctorate for the level of 
knowledge you’ve attained. You’ve both given us so much. If we ever dream of wealth, it’s 
to repay you two.

We would like to thank our incredible little sister for always understanding us. Your heart 
is arguably an even bigger genius than your brain, which is definitely a genius. You are a 
true artist, and a true musician. When you believe in yourself, you can’t be stopped, and 
that is something I definitely believe, because I’ve seen it. I both love and look up to you 
more than you can imagine. 

We would like to thank our honorary sister Chantelle for having our back when we needed 



it. You helped us out of our shell, and showed us that the world wasn’t so scary. If this 
makes sense, without you, we may have grown up too chickenshit to finish this project at 
all. You’ve been our voice of courage so many times. 

We would like to thank our friend Cam for being our social lifeline when good scientific 
conversation and laughter were the best medicines. Despite you only believing in one of 
us, we’re a lot better person for having you in our life. 

There are many other people we would like to thank. Kind and generous people we 
gradually hermitted away from as our path took us away from the world. People who 
listened, people who hung out. Family members. Friends. People I don’t want to mention 
too closely for anonymity’s sake. People I want to protect from my unusual project. 
People who have children, or people who may find what I’ve written nightmarish or 
troubling. Most of the people I’m referring to won’t know I’ve written a book, by design. 

On the Inside, we would like to thank each other. Lee for being a hardass, Doom for 
teaching hard lessons, Danna for not blowing up the world during production, and Arrow 
for those moments when he isn’t in danger. Eerie has been paid in full, and we need not 
thank him, but may as well anyways. Ki helped to keep our comments under control, and 
Mimi who kept me on task with her own strict self-discipline...We would like to thank our 
remaining spoiler characters, who did a great deal of work behind the scenes, and every 
other figure who made an appearance we haven’t mentioned here...A less enthusiastic 
thanks must go to Red and Twerp for  “draining life force from my enemies” as a way to 
“pay the base element back” what I “owe them”. The 42-hour sleep cycle has admittedly 
been good for writing. However, please keep in mind the agreed upon limitations Self has 
set to avoid my reporting you. 

Danna wanted to have the appendix removed, but changed her mind. Danna would also like 
to thank the Discordians.



Glossary:

{Due to poor weather conditions, this book’s glossary has been postponed. Please see your local 
weather report for further news on this glossary and its contents}.

If you have any questions, please email them to our new cattle-free head office, the bus stop near 
the french fry truck in front of Computer Kingdom. Print-offs will be collected by gifted assassins 
between the hours of 7pm and 3am daily!

Sincerely,

Danna, Elevatorport CEO


